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Abetfsjct
A new pulier developedfortbe SLC thermionic
gun has been operational •inee September IBB*. It
consiata of two planar trlode ampfifiera with a com
mon output triode driving tbe gun cathode to pro
duce two independent pulses of up to B A with a.3
usee FWfltf putae width. Three bog-pulse ampitfiera are abo connected to tbe Cathode to produce
pulses with width* controllable between 100 wee
and 1.6 jnec. Each ampSCer hat independent timisg and amplitude control through afiberoptic link
to the high voltage plan* of tbe gun cathode-grid
•Iructnre. The puber and ita operating chaacteriatica are described.
Introduction
The basic components of the SLC injector were
installed in the spring of 1981. Since then the injec
tor has been continuously Improved. ' Although a
latter gun capable of producing polarised electrons is
still planned, the original thermionic gun* remains
in place. This gun uses the EQIAC Y-T96 cathodegrid assembly. With a drive of 200 V the gun is
capable of producing up to 20 A peak current with
a rise and fall time of lest than 200 psec/
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The SLC requires two electron bunches per ac
celerating RF puis* of the llnac, (The second bunch
Kill be accelerated to s positron target.) The re
quired charge of 8 nC for each electron bunch must
be contained In a smallfractionof a cycle of tbe ac
celerating S-band RF. Space charge forces make it
difficult to deliver the required charge to the bunch
ing system in a pulse width of much leas than 1 usee.
Consequently two sub-harmonic RF cavities (SHB)
are used' in addition to the normal S-band buncher
to compress gun pulses of up to about 3 note width
into a single S-band cycle.

a single-bunch beam of adequate charge and emittance, the recovery time
of the avalanche transistor circuit (asveral awee) precluded the possibility of
providing the second bunch required by the SLC. CoaaequenUy a new pulasr
has been developed that J capable of producing two pal*** of the required
charge of any (including leroj interval. Additional Independent amplifier*
ab» a n provided that can, drive the gun cathode to produce electron pake*
af 100 naec to 1.6 pate widthfornon-SLC experiments.
The new SLC power uses a planar triode to |avrride the repetitive tugh
current pulses required of the gun.' Planar triode* are (•sail rugged mi
crowave tubes designed to operate op to 3 GHs. The output tube requires
a large drive pulse which would normally be provided by an avalanche tranalitor circuit. However, because of the repetitive pules limitation* of *uch a
circuit, it was decided to use two independent drive circuits with their out
puts summed together. The two drive circuits allow Independent control of
the pulse separation and pulse amplitude.
The pulser schematic is shown in Fig. t. Two small planar triodes, type
875S, produce two independent drive poise* to ah output amplifier triode,
type 8940. The impedance matching between stage* Is accomplished with a
coaxially-waund RF transformer, T3, although (her* are other method* that
would be equally adequate. The output triode, V3, b operated in a commoncathode configuration, which provides a significant current gain. Tbe plate
of V3 directly drives the gun cathode, and tine* In* tube b working into a
very email load impedance, there is very little riasllme degradation ds» Jo
Miller-effect feedback capacitance between the pi»4* and grid.

The tramnrets* omittance of the injector elec
tron beam a dominated by the bunching process.
To avoid tbe disruption to the beam cauaed by wakeBeUs generated by the beam pasting through tbe
lin» accelerating sections, (be transverse emittance
of the beam in reduced by about an order of mag
nitude during one inter-pulse period in a l . t GeV
damping ring. The damping ring parameters re
quire the two electron bunches to be 6 U neec (11
SHB cycles) apart.
The original gun pulser consisted orfour,3transislor avalanche putssn driving fit ft coaxial
inversion transformer* that produced a fan pulse
of« to 7 A in a 3 owe p w W Whits tab resurWd in
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the fast double pulaer.
The two ispat tube*, VI and Vg, are operated in erounded-crid
ttguntion. Thht configuration ia used to isolate the two fast pober circuits
from each other thus preventing £>be triggering. Each of tbe input tubes is
driven by its own independently triggered avalanche transistor puber. Aa
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avalanche poller discharges the energy stored in two 68 pf capacitors to form
a drive puke whose width k determined by a 14-bch dip Dae at the catbodi.
For convenience the control bill for the tube b iipplied through this same
clip line.
B a d of the b i t poker* will produce • 200 V pake into ft 1011 resistive
bad.
The b i t poker circuitry hi contained on • PC card with an integral plug
that mates directly to the socket at the rear of the gun cathode-grid assembly
a* shown in Fig- 2. T i e puker card is readily basiled or removed by mean*
of the handle shown ID the figure. The fait poker driven and bias controli
as well as thefilamentsupply and the long-pulse pulser cards are housed is a
high voltage deck, As indicated it Fig. 3, the HV deck ii located immediately
behind Ibe gun. The deck as weti as the ground plane of the fast pulier card
is electrically connected to the (an grid. A St CFM blower located on the
HV deck provider the necessary air flow through the 2-foeh manifold shown
in Fig. 2 to cool the gun socket. The HV deck is nepakhd from the ceitmg
by several aciylic rods u d by the at* W isolation transformer that supplies
ac power to the HV deck. Both the deck and tbe gun are b a n air atmosphere
with no surrounding cage. The deck and the Ugh voltage end of the gun
insulator are equipped with polished aluminum corona shields to keep the

The link for the fast pulser triggers, ntilisa a
fast iiED driver, s 100 p graded-mdex cable, and an
avalanche pbotodiode at tbe receiver card. The re
ceiver card contains the pulse amplifiers which pro
duce the triggers {or the fast poker*.
Tbe analog sigaak for filament and mas saltages a n transmitted using voltagetofrequencycon
version. The resulting puke train ii transmitted
through a standard Hewlett-Packardfiberoptic link
and converted back to analog levels a* Hie receiver.
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Tbe gun modulator interface chimin shown In
Fig. 3 allows local control of the bias and filament
levels or remote control by the SLC computer con
trol program through Oamac modules. Addition
ally tbe SLAC personnel protection system (PPS)
and beam coutahiutcut (B/C) system ire connected
to the gun control system through the modulator
interface.
FesiuvJBSBe#
Tbe pulser syitem described above has been
tited at SLAC eisce September, 19S4, for the gener
ation of all SLAC beaaiB with tbe exception of lowenergy e~ beams, which are now generally obtained
from tbe newly ccsDUaunoned Nuclear Phyaks bjectcr.* PEP and SPEAR beams are produced by
the fast pulsen operating at moderate intensity and
without puking the SH9BF. The long-poke jrataers,
which produce beanv. forfixed-targetexperiments,
are connected directly to tbe gun cathode and pos
sibly degrade the performance of the fait pulsars
slightly but otherwise perform nicely- They prcduceslectionpuisesofapto3 Apeak cuneut. With
the liaac SLEDed,™ these beams are Broiled to a
width of < 209 nsec. Beams of up to 1.6 jnwc width
have been injected into the Unas during two abort
naSLL-ied periods, but these wide puke beams have
not yet been adequately transported to the high,
energy physics experimental areas.
5

Fig. 2. An outline of the fast doable poker card shown partially
withdrawn from the conical re-entrant portion of the gun body.
ejosnieu Byate^a
Programming and readback of the electronics on tbe HV deck is accom
plished through a Si-cable fiber optic link. A fiberoptic Interface chaaala at
ground potential contains optical drivers for tbe pulser timing signals and
analog transmitter* and receivers for controlling thefilamentand bias level).
At present there » readback onr/for the gun bias and tbefilamentvoltage.
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Fn; 3. A block diagram of the pulser control (yttem.

Although the gun was designed to operate at
up to 200 kV, the voltage was initially limited to
WIS kV due to arcing which occurred in spite of tbe
SF» atmosphere which was maintained around tbe
gun. The original avalanche puller n particularly
susceptible to damage by this HV arcing. The anb g took place primarily along the eooGng manifold
(tbe Mower was then mounted at ground potential),
and sometimes along the trigger-tnasfonneror BVaupply cablet. With Ibe implementation of the BV
deck u d fiber optic link described above, the arc
ing problem has bees eliminated at least up to the
200 kV limit of the power supply. The gun ia SOB
operated typically at ISO to ISO kV.
Two double fast pulsers have been built for tbe
SIC gun (one • a spare). They petfona b similar
fashion. The "•""""» output of the gun operat
ing it 1H> kV when driven bant by one of tbe foot
pulftn Is about 9 A peak." The pulsero have beta
adjusted to produce a pulse width of s 3 nsec un
der these conditions. Up to 6051 of the charge in the

gun pulse ess be compressed into a tingle S-band bunch with
reasonable emittance.'
As Ibe Bet drive it reduced, tbe width of the gun pulse ss
observed to decrease roughly is proportion to the reduction
in tbe peak intensity. Tbis is a useful future for PEP and
SPEAR beams, which require a gnu ptdte width of 1 to 2 otec
FWHM.

The intensity jitter in the beam adversely affects the dy
namic beam loading la the llnac after damping. The intensity
jitter at lbs gun has a c of er DA%.
Cracruion
Tbe new pulser for tha SLC thermionic gun produces on
an interlaced basis all the types of gun pulses needed for the
SL&Ctsae. The pulser has performed well during almost a
year ofeoBttonous operation. The potential
fasigolficr'improrements in Itstateosirjr,stability, sad Tenacity of control
for the fast pubers is high.
*Uftreat**
I. J. S. Oendenio et *l., Proe. of the 1SS4 Linear Acceler
ator Conference, CS144-U (1984), p. 4ST.
>. M. C Boss el si., •Generation and Acceleration of High
Intensity Beams in the SLC Injector,* this conference.

Falser B i n
As originally designed, the input tube bias for each of the
fact pulsera was provided through one of the analog channels
of tbe fiber optic link already mentioned. Although this waa
adequate for dedicated SLC operation, it did not allow pulsetc-pufae changes is the gun output. Running non-SLC beams
interlaced with SLC beams is highly desirable, especially dur
ing the developmental stage of the SLC.
Tbe SLC timing system is tha only source of the desired
pulse-to-pulse beam code information. Tbe fast bias control
utilises the SLC timing system to start and stop a H.875 MHs
pulse train that is synchronised to the accelerating RF (and
thus also to the SLC timing pulses). Tbe pulse train is trans,
nittcd to tbe HV deck n a new optical fiber cable * where a
12-bit counter is used to count the pulses and store tbe result
la a shift register. The output of the shift register drives a
Il-bit DAC which produces an analog Voltage that in tern is
amplified to bias tbe pulser input tube. Tbe amplifier on the
HV deck takes about 500 SHC to settle, whereas for full DAC
output the poise train takes ITS smee, Thus the SIC triggers which cannot be adjusted to be earlier than 1 msec before the
time of the associated oeam pulse - are completely adequate
lo set the tube bias to soy desired value (Ihc desired value is
•elected by changing tbe offset of the timing pulse which stops
(he pulse train). At a future date it is hoped that beam-related
fast digital signals can be sent directly to the HV deck using
a modified version of tbe Camac pulsed amplitude unit (PAU)
module being developed at SLAC. *

3. R. P. Koonts, Pree. of the 1081 Linear Accelerator Con
ference, LA-8U4-C (1981). p- 62.
4. When operated with afilamentvoltage in tbe range sf 7
to 8 V, the dispenser cathode lifetime exceeds one year
of continuous operation. The gun vacuuni varies between
2 and S x U>~* Torr. The vacuum b rougbod with cry•
opumps and "re'nUtlp** with ion pomps. Tbe anodeelectrode material is copper.
5. The SBB operates at the 16th sub-harmonic of the 2856
MB* acceJerating EP «f the Suae
C. A eiau&r arrangement bbemg used in the CESB pulser.
B. B. Blum et«!., Proe. of the XHth International Con
ference on High-Energy Accelerators, FERMJLAB (1963),
p. 262.
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7. The HFBR-05OO series snap-together fiber optic link Is
used,
B. R. F. Koonts et a/., •Commissioning and Operation of
the Nuclear Physics Injector at SLAC,* the conference.
9. Utb*nt^foraloog-rAlsepaIserweTeeunk?ated, adip
Use could be added at the gun cathode.
10. Z. D. tarsal tt sf., Proe. of the Kin Internationa) Conference on High-Energy Accderatora, SLAC (1974), p.
576.
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Jitter
Although the effect u mediated by the bunching process,
tbe jitter in the timing of the gun pulse translates Into energy
jitter in the bean delivered to tbe dampling ring. The damping
ring itself has a limited energy acceptance. Tbe timing jitter
of tbe fast goo pulse now has a o- of at 3D psec, which is at
least a factor of two greater than the SLC requirement. Most
of the observed jitter is aucciated with the fiber optic link
for the pulsar '.rigger. Some additional Improvement in the
link is possible; e.g., J S O / J graded-ladtx cable well-matched
to a single-mode laser transmitter would help. The biasing
for the receiver could also be improved. But a limitation to
improvements of the link alone is that the SLC timing signal
itself baa a a-of = 20 PMCIDT jitter nod can be much worse."

11. The maximum net drive at the gun cathode with mini
mum gun bias (SO V) is measured with a cathode probe
(no high voltage) to be ISC V. As shown in ttef. 3, this
it more than enough voltage to drive the gun into the
temperature limited region. With a filament voltage of
7.7S V, the maximum current expected at ISO kV is B A.
12. L, Paftratb et al., IEEE TVara. Nud. Sci. NS-32, «4

(was).
13. The HFBR-0100 series fiberoptic link is used, ft is about
two times faster than the link in Ref. 7. Tbe driver is
located to a Cause module and the cable row directly
to the receiver on the HV deck.
14. R.E,Melen,TEBETnns. NncL Sci. WS-SI, MO (1S8S).
15. H. D.Schwars, •Cbtennter Control of HP at SLAC,* this
conference.

The present plan to reduce tbe jitter by a significant amount
is to resysehrosise the trigger on the HV deck. For this pur
pose the SBB HF will be brought up to the HV deck through a
narrow bandpass circuit. Monitoring the jitter will be a little
more difficult. On* approach would he to use the signal from
the gap ssoottoT at the output of the gun lo trigger a reso
nant circuit. The resonant circuit could be monitored with a
standard SLC phase and amplitude detector (PAD). *
1
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DISCLAIMER
Tint report was prepared at n account of woik sponsored by u ageacy of ttx United States
Government. Neither the United State* Oovernmcm nor any agency thereof, nor any of Iheir
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility Tor the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness oT any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that ill use would not infringe privately owtrd rights. Referonce herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
marjufaeuirar, or otherwise does not necessarily .constitute or imply its endorsement, recoraaMOdatran, or foYoring by the United States Goraoracm or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors eipresscd htttta do not necessarily Mate or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

